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Abstract
This paper presents two experiments focusing on perception of mechanical sounds produced by expressive robot movement
and blended sonifications thereof. In the first experiment, 31 participants evaluated emotions conveyed by robot sounds
through free-form text descriptions. The sounds were inherently produced by the movements of a NAO robot and were not
specifically designed for communicative purposes. Results suggested no strong coupling between the emotional expression
of gestures and how sounds inherent to these movements were perceived by listeners; joyful gestures did not necessarily
result in joyful sounds. A word that reoccurred in text descriptions of all sounds, regardless of the nature of the expressive
gesture, was “stress”. In the second experiment, blended sonification was used to enhance and further clarify the emotional
expression of the robot sounds evaluated in the first experiment. Analysis of quantitative ratings of 30 participants revealed
that the blended sonification successfully contributed to enhancement of the emotional message for sound models designed
to convey frustration and joy. Our findings suggest that blended sonification guided by perceptual research on emotion in
speech and music can successfully improve communication of emotions through robot sounds in auditory-only conditions.
Keywords Sonification · Non-verbal sounds · Expressive gestures · Emotions in robotics · Affective computing · Sonic
Interaction Design

1 Introduction
Non-verbal sound plays an important role in communication between humans. As robots are gradually becoming an
integral part of modern society, it also becomes increasingly
important that these agents can express their internal states
through non-verbal communication. The work described in
the current paper focuses on sounds of humanoid robots.
Research on sonic interactions that allow robots to express
intention and emotion through sounds is an emerging field in
Human–Robot Interaction (HRI). There are numerous examThis project was supported by the SONAO Visionary Project funded
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ples of studies focusing on sounds in social HRI (see e.g.
the extensive review of semantic free utterances presented in
[54]). Some research has also focused on how Foley artists,
the people who generate sounds in movies using their own
body motions (e.g. footsteps) [36], use sounds to express and
enhance emotional reactions of robots in movies [8,24,28].
As opposed to Foley artists, who produce sounds for films,
sound designers who create sounds for non-virtual robots
have to consider that robots in real life produce sounds as a
result of their mechanical movements. Despite novel technologies such as non-geared brush-less motors which may
operate silently, most modern robots are far from silent.
Robots often rely on servo motors in order to move, and
thus their movements produce sounds. These sounds could
potentially affect the HRI in the sense that they may alter
the interpretation of the message conveyed by the robot. For
instance, mechanical sounds could influence interpretation
of emotional reactions of a robot, especially if it is out of
sight. Despite the fact that sounds inherent to robot movement
could implicitly convey meaning and affect social interac-
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tion, sound design is still often an overlooked aspect in the
field of HRI.
The relationship between sounds and the gestures generating them has been extensively researched in the fields of
Sonic Interaction Design (SID) [14] and musical gestures
[19]. It has been found that sound conveys information about
the nature of the gesture that has produced it if we can recognize the sound’s source. Persons listening to recorded sounds
have successfully been able to mimic the gestures corresponding to the creation of respective sounds, reproducing for
example the gesture of crushing a metallic can [9] or a pianist
performing a piece of music [18]. Sound also plays a role in
our aesthetic, quality, and emotional experience of consumer
products [27]. Several sound quality analysis tools have been
developed to evaluate how consumer preference relates to
a product sound and to quantify this preference based on
objective measurements [37]. Interestingly, noise has been
found to have a negative influence on overall pleasantness
of products [13] and auditory cues have been found to influence product perception at a semantic level [45]. Langeveld
et al. [27] make a distinction between sounds that are generated by the operation of the product itself (consequential
sounds), and sounds that are intentionally added to a product
(intentional sounds). In the context of HRI, we both have to
consider sounds that are specifically designed for the communication of a robot’s functions and emotional reactions
(intentional sounds) and sounds produced by its movements
(consequential sounds).
Although sound has been stressed to have an implicit influence on human-robot interactions [33], relatively little work
in the field of HRI has focused on consequential sounds and
perception of sounds inherent to robot movement. The fact
that robot’s active motion makes motor noise has been discussed mainly in research focusing on robots with audition,
since motor noises makes auditory processing more difficult
(see e.g. [35]). Interestingly, there are several examples in
which the sound design of a robot has been neglected, resulting in significant effects on the HRI. For example, motor
sounds of the pet robot Paro negatively interfered with interactions [23], and the Boston Dynamic’s LS3 pack-mule robot
was found to be “too loud” to be integrated in military patrols,
as it could endanger troops by giving up their position [44].
Up to this point, little work has been done on sonification in the context of HRI (see e.g. [40,56]). In particular,
little research has focused on augmenting expressive robotic
movement with sounds (see e.g. [2,10]). The work presented
in this paper aims to contribute to the field of sound design in
social robotics (see e.g. [29,30,54]) by designing and evaluating non-speech sounds for enhancing and supporting robot
movements and their emotional expression when communicating with humans.

Fig. 1 The NAO social robot

In this study we used a humanoid social robot, NAO1 (see
Fig. 1). The NAO robot has been used for example in education, entertainment, and health care applications. It provides
25 degrees of freedom, is 58 cm tall, and is equipped with
tactile sensors, an inertial unit, 2D cameras, sonar, omnidirectional microphones, and two loudspeakers2 . Previous
research on creating affective sounds for the NAO robot have
mainly adopted other sound synthesis paradigms [31,39,41].
The current work is novel in the sense that it aims to fill this
gap by incorporating movement sonification in non-verbal
robot communication.

2 Background
The work described in this paper was carried out in the context of the SONAO (“Robust non-verbal expression in artificial agents: Identification and modeling of stylized gesture
and sound cues”) research project. The SONAO project aims
to improve the comprehensibility of robot Non-Verbal Communication (NVC) using data-driven methods and physical
acting styles. The purpose is to compensate for limitations
in robot communicative channels with an increased clarity
of NVC through expressive gestures and non-verbal sounds.
For more details about the SONAO project, please see our
previous paper [15]. In the current study, we present two
experiments focusing on evaluation of sounds inherent to
movements of a NAO robot and discuss how these sounds
could be used in blended sonification (see definition in [51],
which is also presented in the section below).
1
2

https://www.softbankrobotics.com/emea/en/nao.

https://www.softbankrobotics.com/emea/sites/default/files/presskit/NAO-press-kit-EN.pdf.
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Sonification is a rather young discipline focusing on
translating data into non-speech sound in a systematic and
reproducible way. Multiple definitions of sonification have
been proposed. The most commonly agreed upon one is
given in the NSF Sonification Report [26], where the term is
defined as “(...) the use of nonspeech audio to convey information. More specifically, sonification is the transformation
of data relations into perceived relations in an acoustic signal
for the purpose of facilitating communication or interpretation.” Thomas Hermann later expanded on this definition of
sonification to: “(...) data-dependent generation of sound, if
the transformation is systematic, objective and reproducible,
so that it can be used as a scientific method”3 . Interactive Sonification focuses on the interactive representation of
data by means of sound, and it is therefore suitable when
real-time feedback is required [6,22]. The method can be
considered the acoustic counterpart of interactive visualization [46]. Interactive Sonification makes use of sound for
exploring data in a fast and meaningful way, and it is especially suitable for data that change over time, such as those
collected from body movements [7,52].
In the current study, we use blended sonification, a sonification technique that involves “the process of manipulating
physical interaction sounds or environmental sounds in such
a way that the resulting sound signal carries additional information of interest while the formed auditory gestalt is still
perceived as coherent auditory event” [51]. In other words,
the sound resulting from the manipulation and blending of
both the original sound (in our case produced by the robot)
and new added sounds is perceived as a whole, i.e. as a coherent sound (not as two separate sound sources).
Previous research on consequential sounds in HRI includes
work by Tennent et al. [49], who investigated perception of
sounds generated by robotic arms in a 2 × 3 experimental design, with 2 contexts (social versus functional ) and
3 different sound conditions (no sound, sound from a highend robotic arm vs sound from a low-end robotic arm). The
authors found that robot motor sounds negatively color visual
perception of interactions presented in videos and that the
sounds of the robotic arm significantly reduced how positively people perceive a robotic arm. Interestingly, sounds
from a high-end robot increased ratings of perceived competence when performing a social task (in this case, the robotic
arm placed a block in a person’s hand), but decreased the ratings of perceived competence when performing a functional
task (the robotic arm placed a block on a preexisting tower
of blocks, i.e. there was no human interaction). Overall, the
social conditions had higher ratings nearly across the board,
highlighting that context appears to play a significant role in
how sound is interpreted.

3

https://sonification.de/son/definition/.

A purely acoustic-driven study on aural impressions of
servo motors commonly used to prototype robotic motion
was presented in [34]. The authors constructed a framework to objectively and subjectively characterize sound
using acoustic analyses and novice evaluators, checking for
correlations between objective measures and subjective preference. Participants evaluated the sounds through pairwise
comparison, in which they made subjective ratings of two
servo motor sounds. They also left qualitative commentary.
Overall, subjective measures of sound correlated weakly with
objective acoustic measures. Moreover, qualitative commentary suggested negative impressions of the sounds overall.
The extent to which robot noise affects proxemics in HRI
was explored in a study described in [50]. The authors also
investigated how noise can be eliminated in order to be more
tolerable in a real world setting based on masking roughness.
Noise was masked by addition of a signal inspired by natural sounds and music. Results partially confirmed that the
masked sound succeeded in nullifying the negative effects
of the added noise. Another recent online study on motor
sounds was presented in [32]. In this work, participants evaluated servomotor sounds using two methods from sensory
science, Check All That Apply (CATA) questions and Polarized Sensory Positioning (PSP). CATA involves checking all
words that you associate with a particular sound, whereas
PSP involves comparing a sound to references by moving a
slider to indicate how similar or different sounds are. The
authors discuss benefits and limitations of applying these
methods to study subtle phenomena (in this case, subtle
differences in robot sounds) within the Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) community.

3 Perceptual evaluation of robot sounds
The research presented in this paper builds on our previous work on perception of sounds produced by expressive
movements of a humanoid NAO robot [15]. Results from this
work suggested that mechanical sounds inherent to expressive movements of the NAO robot were not clearly coupled
to the emotional reactions associated with respective movements. For example, sounds produced by a joyful gesture
conveyed a sensation of frustration. We also observed that
certain mechanical sounds did convey emotional characteristics when presented in an auditory-only condition. Moreover,
sounds generally communicated arousal more effectively
than valence.
In the current work, we expand on the previous study, taking a mixed-methods approach combining quantitative and
qualitative methods. While the previous study focused on
quantitative ratings of emotions for robot sounds, the first
experiment of the study presented in the current paper focuses
on descriptions of sounds in free-form text. The purpose of
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this approach was to explore and characterize robot sounds
going beyond a set of predefined scales. Following up on
this experiment, we also conducted a second experiment to
explore how blended sonification can be used to enhance
certain acoustic characteristics of robot sounds in order to
improve clarity of non-verbal robot communication. In other
words, the study consisted of two separate parts, Experiment
1, focusing on descriptions of the original sounds produced
by expressive movements of a NAO robot, and Experiment 2,
focusing on perceptual ratings of these sounds and blended
sonifications thereof. A schematic representation of the procedure is presented in Fig. 2.
The experiments were organized as follows: participants
were first welcomed by the instructor (author 1) and then
received instructions on the first page of an online form
designed for data collection. They were informed that the
SONAO project focused on HRI, but did not know about
the origin of the sounds used in the experiments, i.e. that
the sounds were produced by expressive robot movements.
After the initial instructions, participants were asked to fill
out a demographics and musical experience form. They then
proceeded with the experiments. Experiment 1 focused on
labelling sounds using free-form text annotations. Experiment 2 focused on rating emotions conveyed by sonifications
on a set of predefined emotional scales. The participants took
part in both experiments and performed them after each other
(the same participants took part in Experiment 1 and 2). The
experiments were carried out in a lab setting at KTH Royal
Institute of Technology and KMH Royal College of Music
in Stockholm. Participants listened to the sounds in an online
web interface and the experiment was purely acoustic-driven:
no video representation of the robot’s gestures were shown.

result in more rich and informed free-form text descriptions
of the evaluated sounds. Moreover, it has been shown in several investigations (see for example [3,43,47]) that people
with musical skills have shown to acquire an auditory expertise that is not found in laypeople. This expertise includes for
example more precise detection of pitch height, discrimination of specific audio streams in noisy situations, and high
sensitivity in the identification of frequency deviations (such
as in miss-tuned sounds). Therefore, musical experts can provide more stable and reliable data for our investigation, and
as a consequence help us in the design of reliable and robust
sonic feedback from a robot.
Participants were recruited from the staff and students
from the KTH Royal Institute of Technology, staff from
the KMH Royal College of Music, as well as amateur
musicians from the KTH Symphony Orchestra (KTHs
Akademiska Kapell, KTHAK) and the KTH brass band
(Promenadorquestern, PQ). Some students from the Interactive Media Technology master programme which had
previously completed courses in Sound and Music Computing also took part. In total, 17 of the participants were students
at KTH, and 14 participants were not. The level of musical expertise ranged from expert/full-professional activity as
musician or singer (9 participants) to little experience as amateur musician/singer (7 participants). A total of 7 participants
reported semi-professional activity as a musician or singer
with several years of practice, and 7 participants reported
being advanced amateur musicians/singers with some years
of practice. A mixed-model analysis revealed no significant
between-subjects effect of musical expertise on ratings, nor
any significant interactions with musical expertise.

3.2 Compliance with Ethics Standards
3.1 Participants
A total of 31 participants (14F, avg age = 36.26 yrs) took
part in the experiments. However, one participant did not
complete the second experiment, reducing the number of
participants included in the data analysis to 30 (14F, avg
age = 36.23) for Experiment 2. In our previous study [15],
we observed that some participants found it hard to put into
words the sonic qualities of the mechanical sounds produced
by the NAO robot. We hypothesized that the overall experience of listening to these sounds might be affected by level of
musical experience; musicians might be more accustomed to
listening to (as well as describing) abstract sounds since they
are more familiar with e.g. contemporary music. Since our
current experiment made use of the same original recordings
of robot sounds that were used in our previous study [15], a
prerequisite for participants to take part in the current study
was to have some musical experience. In other words, the
decision to recruit participants with a certain level of musical expertise was guided by the hypothesis that this would
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The authors declare that this paper complies with the ethical
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3.3 Technical Setup
The two experiments were conducted after each other at
the KTH Royal Institute of Technology lab, using a laptop
connected to a pair of Genelec 8030B speakers. For the partic-
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the methodology

ipants from KMH Royal College of Music, the experiments
were conducted in their studios, with Genelec 8250A speakers.

3.4 Experiment 1
In our previous work we observed that some participants
described the mechanical sounds produced by the NAO robot
as unpleasant and disturbing [15]. We wanted to know if
participants had positive or negative associations to these
mechanical robot sounds overall. Moreover, we wanted to
investigate how participants would describe these sounds, as
well as the emotions that they conveyed, when being allowed
to answer in free-form text, i.e. when participants were not
restricted to predefined scales. One advantage of using freeform text descriptions is that coherence in listener’s responses
could be of more significance than if they were merely items
checked from a pre-defined list [16].

3.4.1 Stimuli
The same audio recordings that were used in [15] were used
in the current study4 . These recordings were sounds of a NAO
robot performing expressive gestures (frustration, relaxation
and joy), i.e. sounds produced by the mechanical movement
and engines of the NAO robot. There was a total of 4 stimuli, for the following emotions: frustration, relaxation and
joy. The frustrated sound file was 9 seconds long, the relaxed
sound file was 6.5 seconds and the two joyful sound files
were 10 versus 9 seconds. The two joyful sounds were produced by two gestures that differed in terms of variation of the
non-verbal expression along a joyful axis, as described in [1].
Two versions were included for comparative purposes. The
gesture that produced the first sound file was rated as more
joyful than the gesture producing the second sound (see [1]).

4

Sound files are provided as supplementary material.
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3.4.2 Procedure
The presentation order of the stimuli was randomized for
each participant. The participants could listen to the sounds
as many times as they wanted. For each stimulus, they were
asked the following questions:
1. Please describe the emotion(s) that you think that this
sound conveys.
2. Do you have any other comments about this particular
sound?
Participants had to answer question 1 but were not required
to answer question 2. There was no limitation in terms of
how many words that could be used for respective question.
3.4.3 Analysis
It has been shown in previous research on emotions in
film music that a two-dimensional model (valence, arousal)
of emotions gives comparable results to that of a threedimensional model (valence, arousal, tension) [11]. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, we adopted a two-dimensional
model for the classification of emotional descriptions in our
experiment. Since the majority of the text entries were in the
form of a single word or few synonyms, we decided to take
a high-level approach focusing on aspects related to motion
(activity) and emotion (valence) expressed by these words,
based on a categorization into the two-dimentional circumplex model of affect [38]. The model provides a dimensional
approach, in which all affective states arise from two fundamental neurophysiological systems, one related to valence
(a pleasure-displeasure continuum) and the other to arousal,
or alertness [42]. As such, we categorized the free-form text
words and sentences into two dimensions, based on their
arousal (activity) and valence. A schematic representation of
the two-dimensional circumplex model of affect is displayed
in Fig. 3. The categorization based on the circumplex model
enabled evaluation of the descriptions for respective sound
file along a limited set of emotional dimensions.
In the first step of this analysis, lists of words for respective
sound stimulus were given to the authors. The authors were
not aware of which list that originated from which sound file.
Separate analyses were then conducted for respective word
list. In the first step of the analysis, both authors independently classified keywords based on the activity dimension,
categorizing words into the following categories: activation
(high arousal), deactivation (low arousal) or in between. In
the next step, the same words were further categorized into
positive or negative valence categories. Finally, the encoding
of the two authors’ lists were compared. An inclusion criteria
was defined so that words were included in the results if both
authors agreed in their categorization along both dimensions.
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Fig. 3 Two-dimensional circumplex model of affect. The x-axis depicts
the valence dimension, which goes from negative to positive. The y-axis
depicts the arousal or activity dimension, which goes from deactivation
to activation

For example, if a word was described in terms of activation
and positive valence by both authors, it was included in the
final results. This approach was used to remove words with
ambiguous meanings. The schematic representation of analysis procedure is shown in Fig. 4.

3.5 Experiment 2
One of the conclusions presented in our previous work was
that the emotional expression of a NAO robot’s gestures is
not necessarily tightly clearly coupled with how sounds produced by these gestures are perceived [15]. In other words,
sounds inherent to robot movements can influence how a
robot’s gesture is perceived. This can be problematic, especially if the sound communicates something that contradicts
the gesture. To solve this issue, we wanted to investigate if
mechanical robot sounds could be processed in a way that
enhances, rather than disturbs, the emotion conveyed through
robot gestures. This blended sonification strategy is described
in detail below.
3.5.1 Stimuli
Two different sonification models were implemented: one
“rhythmic sonification”, producing shorter sounds with regular or irregular Inter-Onset-Intervals (IOI), and one “continuous sonification”, producing a continuous stream of sounds,
without interruptions. The sonification models were designed
based on previous research on emotions in speech and music.
A detailed description of the sonification for respective emotion (i.e. expressive gesture) is presented below. The sound
design is also summarized in Table 1. Sound files for respective model are available as supplementary material.
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Table 1 continued
Sonification

Emotion

Sound synthesis

Continuous

Frustrated

Sample-based (granular) synthesis,
with 200–220 ms grains taken from
the original frustrated recording,
pitch-shifted 1–4 times original
pitch (depending on magnitude of
the original signal)

Continuous

Relaxed

Resonant bandpass-filtered noise
(center frequency 300–500 Hz, Qvalue 0.2–1.0) with a reverb effect

Continuous

Joyful

FM synthesizer (C major scale,
tonic + major third). Pitch was
selected based on magnitude of the
input signal

Since the mechanical sounds of the NAO robot are always
present, unless they are masked by other sounds, we decided
to investigate how the sonifications would be perceived when
presented in combination with the original recordings of the
expressive gestures. Sonifications were therefore mixed with
original recordings. Since we also wanted to investigate how
the sonifications were perceived when presented alone, the
final stimuli collection consisted of three emotions,5 presented in five different soundmodel conditions:
–
–
–
–
–

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the qualitative analysis

Table 1 Sonifications
Sonification

Emotion

Sound synthesis

Rhythmic

Frustrated

Sample-based (granular) synthesis using grains from the original
frustrated recording, with random
length (range 200–300 ms) and random IOI (range 80–112 ms). The
grains were pitch-shifted 1-3 times
original pitch (depending on magnitude of the original signal). Also
included a distortion effect

Rhythmic

Relaxed

Pulses of bandpass-filtered noise
(center frequency 800–1000 Hz, Qvalue 0.4–0.3) fed through a reverb,
IOI 700 ms

Rhythmic

Joyful

Rectangular (pulse) oscillator (C
major scale) with an envelope duration of 150 ms, IOI 180 ms. Pitch
was selected based on magnitude of
the input signal

Original sound file
Rhythmic sonification
Continuous sonification
Original sound file + rhythmic sonification
Original sound file + continuous sonification

Since there were three emotions and five conditions, a total
of 15 stimuli was obtained. The output level of all rhythmic sonifications was obtained by scaling the magnitude of
the original input sound file using an exponential scale. For
the continuous sonifications, output level of the sound was
mapped to peak amplitude of the original signal.
3.5.2 Rhythmic Sonification
The speed at which sonic events are produced (events/second)
is one of the most important cues for the communication of
emotions in both speech (speech rate) and music (tempo). The
speed can be perceived if there is a rhythmic regularity in the
display of the sonic events, otherwise it is difficult to perceptually identify it [12]. In a previous study we have found that
experienced musicians chose clearly defined speed values
for communicating different emotional intentions in music
5

The sound produced by the most joyful gesture was used for the joyful
stimulus. This was the first joyful stimulus used in Experiment 1.
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performances [5]. Therefore, we decided to test if introducing a rhythm in the sonification of the robot movements, for
communicating their speed, could help the perception of its
emotional intentions.
While little work has focused specifically on the term
frustration in the context of emotion in music and speech
research, substantial work has been conducted on the term
anger. In the review on emotion in vocal expression and
music performance conducted by Juslin and Laukka [25],
anger is said to be associated with fast speech rate/tempo,
high voice intensity/sound level, much voice intensity/sound
level variability, much high-frequency energy, high F0/pitch
level, much F0/pitch variability, rising F0/pitch contour, fast
voice onsets/tone attacks, and microstructural irregularity. In
a study focusing on modeling the communication of emotions
by means of interactive manipulation of continuous musical
features, changes in loudness and tempo were associated positively with changes in arousal, but loudness was dominant
[5].
Based on above described findings, the frustrated sonification was designed to be characterized by fast and loud sounds,
with a lot of intensity variability, and irregular rhythms. This
was achieved by triggering a simple sample-based (granular) synthesis engine at the first peak of the original sound
file. The synth was then triggered based on the magnitude of
the original frustrated audio recording. The synthesis engine
produced grains of random size between 200-300 ms.6 The
grains were randomly sampled from the original frustrated
sound recording. The pitch of each grain was shifted based on
the magnitude of the original audio signal. Finally, distortion
was added to the outputted sound.
In contrast to frustration, which is characterized by negative valence and high arousal, relaxation is characterized
by positive valence and low arousal. In general, positive
emotions appear to be more regular than negative emotions;
irregularities in frequency, intensity and duration seem to
be a sign of negative emotion [25]. In music, differences in
arousal are mainly associated with differences between fast
and slow tempi [16]. Relaxed speech has been found to more
whispery and breathy than stressed speech [17]. We designed
the relaxed sonification model so that it presented soft sounds
with little frequency and amplitude variability. These sounds
were presented with a regular tempo. This was achieved by
generating pulses of noise, with 700 ms time difference, that
were filtered through a resonant band-pass filter, with variable center frequency (800–1000 Hz) and Q-value (0.3–0.4),
depending on absolute magnitude of the input sound. The
output was then feed through a reverb.

6

In the context of this paper we refer to these sonic events as “grains”,
even if they are exceeding the 1-100 ms duration commonly used in
granular synthesis
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In Western music, differences in valence are mainly associated with major versus minor mode [16]. For the purpose
of our study, the emotion joy could be considered to be similar to the sensation of happiness. According to Juslin and
Laukka [25], happiness is associated with the following cues:
fast speech rate/tempo, medium to high voice intensity/sound
level, medium high-frequency energy, high F0/pitch level,
much F0/pitch variability, rising F0/pitch contour, fast voice
onsets/tone attacks, and very little microstructural irregularity. In [4,5], authors conclude that happy music performances
are characterized by a relatively fast tempo and loud sound
with staccato articulation and clear phrasing (i.e. changes in
tempo and sound level organized in accelerando/crescendo
and rallentando/decrescendo couples for the communication
of a musical phrase). Moreover, happiness is said to best
be expressed with major mode, high pitch and high tempo,
flowing rhythm and simple harmony [5,20]. For the joyful
sonification, we used a rectangular (pulse) oscillator with a
rather short envelope duration, mapping magnitude of the
input signal to pitches in a C major scale, with an InterOnset-Interval (IOI) of 180 ms between notes (about 5.5
notes/second).
3.5.3 Continuous Sonification
The continuous sonifications were, as the name suggests,
not characterized by any particular rhythm. Similar to the
rhythmic case, the continuous sonification of frustration
made use sample-based (granular) synthesis, but without
a rhythmic component and added distortion. Grains were
also generated based on peak amplitude. The sonification
model for relaxation was similar to the one described for
the rhythmic relaxed condition, with the difference that
the sound was continuous, and that the resonant bandpass filter was set to a variable range of 300-500 Hz and
the Q value to 0.2-1.0. Scaling between absolute magnitude was also slightly different. For the joyful sonification, a simple FM synthesizer was used to generate a
tonic and major third in a C major scale, with increasing pitch depending on magnitude of the original sound
file.
3.5.4 Procedure
After completing Experiment 1, participants proceeded with
Experiment 2. They were presented with sound stimuli that
they could listen to as many times as they wanted. Participants
were then asked to rate perceived emotions on a set of fivestep scales (sad, joyful, frustrated, relaxed), ranging from not
at all (0) to very much (4), with an annotated step size of 1.
These are the same scales that were used in our previous study
[15]. The reason why the sad scale was included, despite the
fact that no “sad” stimuli was used, was to obtain results
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comparable to those presented in [15]. The participants were
given the following instructions: “This sound represents an
emotional reaction. Rate how much of the following emotions you perceive in the sound.” The presentation order of
the stimuli was randomized for each participant.

3.5.5 Analysis
Since the data was collected on scales that displayed
numeric values of equal distance, we proceeded with statistical analysis using parametric methods. With 30 observations per category, data could be assumed to be normally distributed according to the Central Limit Theorem.
For the purpose of this study, we performed analysis of
ratings within each stimulus category (frustrated, relaxed
and joyful), through separate Two-Way Repeated Measures ANOVAs with the following within-subjects factors:
emotional scale (frustrated, joyful, relaxed and sad) and
condition, i.e. sound model (original sound, rhythmic sonification, continuous sonification, original + rhythmic sonification and original + continuous sonification). The purpose
of these tests was to investigate if there was an interaction effect between emotional scale and condition (sound
model). Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of spehericity were
used when the assumptions of sphericity were not met.
When the omnibus test for the interaction was significant, it was followed by the application of a post hoc
procedure to explore which pairs of cell means that were
significantly different, i.e. which condition that resulted
in significantly different ratings for respective scale compared to the original sound. Paired t-tests with Bonferroni
corrections were used to account for multiple comparisons.

4 Results
4.1 Experiment 1
4.1.1 Frustrated
A total of 53 different phrases were identified for the frustrated sound. A summary of the analysis, in which both
authors divided words into categories based on the circumplex model of affect, is presented in Table 2. For arousal,
no larger difference between the number of activation versus deactivation terms could be observed. Regarding valence,
there was a slight tendency towards more negative terms than
positive ones. The most frequently used words for describing
the frustrated sound were sadness (3) and stress (3). However, a range of positive words were also identified.

Table 2 Keywords used for describing frustrated sounds categorized
by valence (positive versus negative) and arousal (D = deactivation A
= activation, I = in between)
D

A

I

Surprise
Playfulness
Less stressful
Energy to relaxed

None (2)
Not much

Stress(-ed/ful) (3)
In a hurry
Rushing
Angry
Nervousness
Backing off

Confusion

Positive
Careful
Relaxed
Unconcerned
Negative
Sad(ness) (3)
Lowkey
Hopelessness
Surrender
Dejection
Melancholy

Numbers in brackets are provided when more than one participant used
a specific term

4.1.2 Relaxed
A total of 57 different terms were observed for the relaxed
sound. A summary of the analysis is presented in Table 3.
Interestingly, there was a clear tendency towards more active
words. For valence, most terms were positive. However, negative terms such as depression, hopelessness and loneliness
were also used, and the most commonly used word overall
was stress (3). This was followed by the words progress (2)
and calm (2).

4.1.3 Joyful
A total of 52 different phrases were observed for the first
joyful sound, i.e. the sound produced by the most joyful gesture. A summary of the analysis is presented in Table 4. For
arousal, there were more terms in the activation category,
compared to the deactivation one. For valence, no larger
difference could be observed between positive and negative
category counts, although there was a tendency towards more
terms for the negative category. The most frequently used
words were stress (4), annoyance (2), frustration (2), happy
(2) and playful (2). In general, many high-energy words with
both positive and negative valence were identified.
In total, 54 different words were observed for the second
joyful clip, which was produced by the less joyful gesture. A
summary of the analysis is presented in Table 5. Similarly to
the first joyful stimulus, there were more activation than deactivation terms. However, this stimulus had a clearer tendency
towards negative associations, with few positive phrases; the
most commonly used terms were stress (4), anger (3), frustration (2) and annoyed (2).
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Table 3 Keywords used for describing relaxed sounds categorized by
valence (positive versus negative) and arousal (D = deactivation, A =
activation, I = in between)

Table 5 Keywords used for describing joyful sounds (stimulus 2)
categorized by valence (positive versus negative) and arousal (D =
deactivation, A = activation, I = in between)

D

D

A

I

(Happy) progress (2)
Energetic
Movement
Action
Applied force
Anticipation
An opening
Playfulness
Arrival
Happiness
Gleeful
Getting going again
Moving forward

None
Common emotions
More positive
Exploration
Neither happy
nor sad

Stress(-ed/ful) (3)
Yelling
Friction
Combative/heated

I don’t know

Positive
Calm (2)
Relaxed

Table 4 Keywords used for describing joyful sounds (stimulus 1)
categorized by valence (positive versus negative) and arousal (D =
deactivation, A = activation, I = in between)
A

I

Happy (2)
Playing/playful (2)
Dynamic
Determined
Joyful
Starting
Excited
Need to speed up
Like a child exploring

Likeable
Opposite of other
stimuli

Stress(ful) (4)
Annoy(-ance/ing) (2)
Frustration (2)
Disturbance
Not working correctly
Aggressive
Angry
Strong objection
Agony
Anxiety
Irritation

Flimsy

Positive
Calm
Peaceful

Negative
Annoyance (2)
Sadness

Numbers in brackets are provided when more than one participant used
a specific term
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Peaceful

Playful
Happier
Curious

Negative
Annoy (-ed/ing) (2)
Sad
Tired
Passive aggressive

Stress(-ful) (4)
Anger/angr(-y/iness) (3)
Frustrat(-ed/ion) (2)
Forcing a robot to work
Violence
Aggressiveness
Rage
Being dragged

Ambivalence
Similar to other
stimuli

Numbers in brackets are provided when more than one participant used
a specific term

4.2 Experiment 2

Numbers in brackets are provided when more than one participant used
a specific term

D

I

Positive

Negative
Depression
Hopelessness
Loneliness

A

4.2.1 Frustrated
Plots displaying ratings for the frustrated stimuli are displayed in Fig. 5. Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption
of sphericity had been violated for the main effect of emotional scale, χ 2 (5) = 16.12, p < 0.01, and the interaction
term between emotional scale and sound model, χ 2 (77) =
169.56, p < 0.001. Degrees of freedom were corrected using
Greenhouse–Geisser estimates of sphericity ( = 0.71 for
the main effect of emotional scale and 0.450 for the interaction effect). All effects are reported as significant at p <
0.05; there was a significant main effect of emotion scale,
F(2.12, 61.54) = 32.84, and condition, F(4, 116) = 3.89,
on ratings. There was also a significant interaction effect
between emotional scale and condition, F(5.4, 156.59) =
10.16, p < 0.001. This indicates that the sound model had
different effects on people’s ratings depending on the type of
emotional scale that was used. An interaction graph for the
frustrated stimuli is depicted in Fig. 6.
To break down the significant interaction, post hoc tests
were performed. We were interested in whether condition, i.e.
choice of sound model, significantly increased frustrated ratings and if there was a significant difference between the mix
of the original sound and the sonification, versus the sonification only. All sound models significantly increased frustrated
ratings compared to the original sound ( p < 0.001). There
was a significant increase in ratings of frustration for the
continuous sonification (M = 2.27, S D = 1.31, t(29) =
−6.29), the mix of the continuous sonification and the original sound (M = 2.13, S D = 1.20, t(29) = −7.24), the
rhythmic sonification (M = 2.53, S D = 1.33, t(29) =
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Fig. 5 Mean ratings for frustrated stimuli, with standard errors (SE) for
respective sound model

−6.65), and the mix of the rhythmic sonification and the
original sound (M = 2.9, S D = 1.40, t(29) = −7.55),
compared to ratings of the original sound file (M =
0.77, S D = 0.82). However, there was no significant difference in frustrated ratings between the mix of sonifications
and the original sound (i.e. original sound file + continuous/rhythmic sonification), versus the sonification only. For
the relaxed scale, all ratings were significantly lower than for
the original sound file ( p < 0.01).

Fig. 6 Interaction graph for frustrated stimuli. Type of emotional scale
is represented by the four lines with different colors. Different sound
models are displayed as different points on the x-axis

4.2.2 Relaxed
Plots displaying ratings for the relaxed stimuli can be seen
in Fig. 7. Analysis revealed that there was a significant main
effect of emotional scale and condition as well as a significant interaction between the two variables. Mauchly’s test
indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated
for the main effect of emotional scale, χ 2 (5) = 23.37, p <
0.001, and the interaction term between emotional scale and
condition, χ 2 (77) = 157.50, p < 0.001. Degrees of freedom were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of
sphericity ( = 0.69 for the main effect of emotional scale,
and 0.51 for the interaction effect). All effects are reported
as significant at p < 0.05; there was a significant main effect
of emotional scale, F(2.07, 59.99) = 25.57, and condition,
F(4, 116) = 2.90, on ratings. There was also a significant
interaction effect between emotional scale and condition,
F(6.10, 176.99) = 8.46, p < 0.001. The interaction graph
for the relaxed clip is depicted in Fig. 8.
Post hoc tests revealed three significant differences between
sound models for the relaxed scale. There was a significant
lowering in ratings of relaxation for the mix of the continuous
sonification and the original sound (M = 0.40, S D = 0.62)
and the mix of the rhythmic sonification and original sound
(M = 0.43, S D = 0.77), compared to the original sound
(M = 1.1, S D = 1.37, t(29) = 2.91, p = 0.04). Moreover, there was a significant difference between the mix of
the continuous sonification and the original sound (M =
0.40, S D = 0.62) and the continuous sonification only M =
1.13, S D = 1.22, t(29) = −3.5204, p = 0.009). There was
no significant difference in relaxed ratings between the mix of
sonifications and the original sound, versus the sonification
only. Interestingly, all sound models were rated as signifi-

Fig. 7 Mean ratings for relaxed stimuli, with standard errors (SE) for
respective sound model

Fig. 8 Interaction graph for relaxed stimuli. Type of emotional scale
is represented by the four lines with different colors. Different sound
models are displayed as different points on the x-axis

cantly more sad than the original sound ( p < 0.01) and all
models apart from the continuous sonification were rated as
significantly more frustrated than the original ( p < 0.001).
4.2.3 Joyful
Plots displaying ratings for the joyful stimuli can be seen
in Fig. 9. Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption
of sphericity had been violated for the main effects of
emotional scale χ 2 (5) = 21.772, p = 0.001 and the
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5 Discussion
5.1 Experiment 1

Fig. 9 Mean ratings for the joyful stimuli, with standard errors (SE) for
respective sound model

Fig. 10 Interaction graph for joyful stimuli. Type of emotional scale
is represented by the four lines with different colors. Different sound
models are displayed as different points on the x-axis

interaction term between emotional scale and condition,
χ 2 (77) = 135.639, p < 0.001. Degrees of freedom were
corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity ( = 0.665 for the main effects of emotional scale,
and 0.549 for the interaction effect). There was a significant
main effect of emotion scale on ratings, F(2.00, 57.85) =
49.09. There was also a significant interaction effect between
the type of emotional scale and type of soundmodel used,
F(6.586, 191.00) = 8.99, p < 0.001. An interaction graph
for the joyful stimuli is depicted in Fig. 10.
Post hoc tests revealed that all sound models significantly increased joyful ratings compared to ratings of the
original sound file ( p <= 0.001); there was a significant increase in ratings for the continuous sonification
(M = 2.90, S D = 1.06, t(29) = −8.10), the mix of
the continuous sonification and the original sound (M =
2.83, S D = 1.02, t(29) = −7.53), the rhythmic sonification (M = 2.43, S D = 1.17, t(29) = −4.31), and the mix
of the rhythmic sonification together with the original sound
(M = 2.63, S D = 1.03, t(29) = −6.14), compared to ratings of the original sound file (M = 1.20, S D = 1.24).
For the sad scale, only the continuous sonification had significantly lower ratings than the original sound (t(29) =
3.10, p < 0.02). No significant difference between the
combination of the original sound and sonifications versus
sonification only was observed for the joyful scale.
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The purpose of this experiment was to build upon our previous work in which participants rated the same sound files on
a set of quantitative scales [15]. By allowing participants to
describe these sounds in free-form text in a new experiment,
we aimed to get a better understanding of the emotional content of consequential sounds generated by expressive robot
movements. Analysis of free-form text answers suggested
that participants had both positive and negative associations
to these sounds; the stimuli were different in terms of activity/arousal (activation versus deactivation) as well as valence
(positive/negative) dimensions. A word that reoccurred for
all sounds and was mentioned by several participants was
stress. This is not surprising since the sound generated by the
mechanical robot movements is a form of broadband noise,
and noise has been found to elicit both emotional and physiological stress responses [53], and unpleasantness [13]. We
present the results of the free-form text experiment for respective sound stimuli (frustrated, relaxed and joyful) below.
5.1.1 Frustrated
For the frustrated stimulus, there were slightly more negative
terms than positive ones. No larger differences were observed
between the words categorized in the activation versus deactivation category. Interestingly, this sound appears to have
conveyed stress and sadness rather than frustration.
5.1.2 Relaxed
One of the findings from our previous study was that the
sound of a relaxed gesture was not necessarily perceived as
relaxed by listeners, and that the sound alone was not enough
to convey a sensation of relaxation. Interestingly, the current
study shows that both positive and negative words were used
to describe the relaxed sound. However, there was no clear
thematic tendency towards words related to relaxation. An
interesting aspect of the results presented in Table 3 was that
there were many terms in the activation category. Usually, a
relaxed emotion should be placed in the deactivation part of
the two-dimensional circumplex model of affect.
5.1.3 Joyful
For the joyful stimuli, it is clear that more positive terms were
identified for the most joyful gesture (stimulus 1), compared
to the slightly less joyful one (stimulus 2). However, what
stands out for both of these stimuli is that there is a considerable number of terms in the activation column that are
characterized by negative valence. This further supports our
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observations from previous work [15]; the sounds produced
by joyful gestures appear to also convey emotions related to
frustration and anger.

mated systems often have difficulty distinguishing between
low-arousal categories such as “calm” and “sad” [21], and
that listeners have a tendency to mutually confuse sadness
with tenderness in the classification of expressive music [48].

5.2 Experiment 2
5.2.3 Joyful
Based on the quantitative ratings, we can conclude that
blended sonification successfully contributed to enhance
the communication of intended emotions conveyed by the
sounds generated by frustrated and joyful robot movements.
We discuss these findings in light of previous research on
emotions in speech and music in the sections below.
5.2.1 Frustrated
As demonstrated in Fig. 5, and also confirmed in our previous work, the sound produced by a frustrated gesture alone
did not communicate very much frustration. Interestingly,
all sonification models proposed in this work significantly
increased frustrated ratings, suggesting that the blended sonification techniques successfully contributed to conveying
frustration more clearly. Highest mean rating was observed
for the rhythmic sonification presented together with the original sound. The design of this sound model was guided by
previous research on emotions with negative valence and high
arousal in speech and music [5,25]. The frustrated property
was successfully represented using fast and loud sounds with
large intensity variability and irregular rhythms, as well as
distortion.
5.2.2 Relaxed
Similarly to the sound produced by the frustrated gesture,
the sound generated by a relaxed movement did not convey
relaxation to any considerable extent, see Fig. 7. However, as
opposed to the sonification models proposed for frustration,
the models used in blended sonification of relaxation were
not successful in terms of enhancing a relaxed sensation. A
significant decrease in ratings of relaxation was observed for
both sonification models when presented together with the
original relaxed sound, suggesting that the sounds do not
blend well together, thus contributing to a disunite message.
The proposed sound design for relaxation was unfortunately not successful in terms of clarifying the emotional
expression. It was difficult to modify the mechanical robot
sound in order to communicate relaxation, without making the audio sound more sad or frustrated. Interestingly,
sonifications significantly increased ratings of sadness and
frustration compared to the original sound (apart from the
continuous sonification for frustration). Nevertheless, the fact
that the blended sonifications (presented both together with
the original sound and alone) were classified as more sad is
somewhat expected considering that both listeners and auto-

In our previous work, we observed that consequential sounds
produced by joyful movements were not necessarily perceived as joyful. As demonstrated in Experiment 2, the joyful
recording was also often described using high activation
words with negative valence, such as stress, anger and frustration. In the current work, we have shown that this effect
can be counteracted through blended sonification. As results
presented in Fig. 9 suggest, all proposed sonification models
significantly increased joyful ratings compared to the original sound. A tendency towards higher mean ratings for the
continuous model could be observed. This particular sound
model was designed based on previous work presented in
[5,20] suggesting that happiness in music is best expressed
with a major mode, high pitch, flowing rhythm and simple
harmony. For this purpose, a simple FM synthesizer was used
to generate a tonic and major third in a major scale, with
increasing pitch depending on magnitude of the input signal.

5.3 Methodological Concerns
This study was performed in a controlled experiment setting
in which participants judged the emotional content in sounds
as presented in a web interface, without a visual robot representation. The conclusions presented in this paper should
thus be viewed in the light of the current setting; i.e. that
participants were not actually in the room together with the
robot when listening to the sounds. Additional research on
how these sonic aspects are perceived in an interactive context with an actual robot should be explored in future work.
It should be noted that the results presented in this work
are based on audio-only evaluations of sounds produced by
robot movement and blended sonifications thereof. To fully
understand the impact of consequential robot sounds on nonverbal communication, studies involving multimodal stimuli
and audiovisual conditions should of course also be studied.
However, since the findings presented in the current study are
largely supported by the audiovisual evaluations of the same
stimuli presented in [15], we believe that the results reported
in this paper are reliable.
Moreover, the qualitative analysis of Experiment 1 was
based on coding performed by the two authors of this paper.
Of course, it would have been better if this coding procedure had included a larger group of independent researchers.
However, since both coders are experts in music and emotion
research, we judge the terms presented in Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5
to be an accurate representation of unambiguous terms used
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by participants to describe respective sounds, rather than a
measure of coding consistency between the two researchers.

6 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented two experiments focusing
on perception of consequential sounds produced by expressive robot movements. In the first experiment, 31 participants
evaluated emotional content of robot sounds in free-form
text. In the second experiment, blended sonification was used
in an attempt to improve clarity of the emotional message
conveyed through the consequential robot sounds evaluated
in the first experiment. The sonifications were evaluated by
30 participants through quantitative ratings along a set of
emotional scales.
Results obtained from both experiments suggest that there
was no strong coupling between the emotional expression
of the gestures producing the original sounds of the robot
and how they were perceived. For example, sounds produced
by a frustrated gesture were described using a combination
of positive and negative words and not rated as being very
frustrated. Sounds produced by a relaxed gesture included
many positive active words and were not rated as relaxed
at all. Finally, sounds produced by joyful gestures included
more negative than positive words, and were not rated as
joyful. Interestingly, the word stress reoccurred for all sounds
produced by expressive robot movements.
Blended sonification, i.e. the sonification of robot movements combined with the original sound of the robot,
helped the participants to recognize the intended emotional
expressions. More specifically, analysis of quantitative ratings revealed that blended sonification guided by previous
research on emotion recognition in speech and music could
clarify emotional messages such as frustration and joy. In
other words, blended sonification techniques can counteract the ambiguity of the mechanical sounds produced by
the NAO robot. In the current study, consequential robot
sounds were successfully blended with sonifications characterized by fast and loud sounds, intensity variability, irregular
rhythms and distortion, to enhance the communication of
frustration. In contrast, for the communication of joy, consequential robot sounds were successfully enhanced with
blended sonifications based on simple harmonies in a major
scale with increasing pitch depending on magnitude of the
input signal. We also identified challenges when it comes
to expressing less active emotions such as relaxation using a
blended sonification technique. This low arousal and positive
valence emotion was particularly difficult to portray using
blended sonification in the presence of robot motor sounds.
We can conclude that blended sonification models guided
by perceptual research on emotion in music and speech successfully can be used to improve communication of emotions
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in auditory-only conditions. It should be noted that the communication of emotional expressions through sounds can be
further enhanced and made clearer to participants if presented
together with the robot movements (both live or in a video),
as it has been shown in a previous study [55]. The findings
on blended sonification presented in our work can serve as
guidelines for future work on sonification of expressive robot
gestures.
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